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Most academic libraries struggle to tie student usage and library instruction to a college’s
institutional measures of success. Yet it is this link that campus administrators routinely ask
libraries to provide. This paper describes a highly useful model for adapting a non-library
software tool to the library environment, resulting in easy reporting on the information
literacy impact on final course grades and course withdrawal. This paper will also highlight how the data can be used for operational, strategic planning, outreach, and marketing
purposes. Five semesters of data show a clear positive trend on student success and course
retention for students that attend library information literacy sessions.

Introduction
“If someone offers you an amazing opportunity and you’re not sure you can do it, say yes—then
learn how to do it later.”1 —Sir Richard Branson, businessman and philanthropist
Our opportunity began with the passing of a referendum to improve buildings at five of our seven Madison College campuses in 2010. Facelifts and expansions were needed for numerous reasons, but one of the most desired
outcomes was centralizing many of the key academic support services for students. Around this time, learning
commons and student success centers were becoming “one-stop shops” as collaborative, active, peer-to-peer
learning became more commonplace and the stigma associated with tutoring diminished.2 In 2011, the VicePresident of Student Development and Success appointed then-Library Director and team to lead a brand new
Center for Libraries and Academic Support Services (LASS). In addition to managing all seven libraries and the
College student computer help desk, the library team would be responsible for creating and managing four new
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Student Achievement Centers (SACs). These Centers would house peer tutoring, supplemental instruction (SI),
a foreign language conversation lab, and a writing center.
Over the next two years, until our SACs opened in June of 2013, designated librarians learned all they could
about academic support services. In so doing, our staff discovered natural synergies between our work and that
of academic support services, which aligned to a larger mission. One of our biggest challenges was learning a
web-based software called TutorTrac that was already being used by the writing center and former learning center. Redrock Software, the developer, has over 600 TutorTrac clients which include universities and community
colleges. Those at the College who were currently using the software deployed it somewhat one-dimensionally,
but we recognized its potential beyond its original intended purpose. Clunky, but affordable, it offered reporting, limited customized settings, a simple user interface and, most importantly, it connected to PeopleSoft which
links to student data. After we attended training and began exploring uses for the Student Achievement Center,
we discovered the data gathered for supplemental instruction (SI) reports could be compatible with our library
instruction data needs that had previously been elusive. As the literature shows below, linking information literacy directly to higher course grades and retention in the classroom and beyond has been an obstacle for most
academic libraries.
This paper shares how opportunity, exploring software outside of the library profession, preparation, and
teamwork put the library’s information literacy outcomes on the College data map of student success and retention.

Literature Review
With increasing demands for accountability placed upon academic libraries, the professional literature of the
past several years is replete with librarian efforts to demonstrate connections between library services and the
measures that most matter to their host institutions. As Besara and Kinsley (2011) so eloquently put it, “Academic libraries have been expected to do more with less, while simultaneously being required to demonstrate explicitly how their efforts increase student success.”3 Recent attempts to quantify library impact follow years of study,
beginning with Hiscock (1986), to develop metrics of the general impact of libraries at colleges and universities.4
Although researchers examined the relationship between college budgets and student performance in the
1990s, Ethelene Whitmire’s (2002) more meaningful and influential work for libraries considered how first
year undergraduate students’ use of library resources fostered critical thinking skills. In her study, students reported gains from the use of library materials, rather than through the use of library services.5 More recently,
research has tried to associate student academic performance more directly with libraries. At Texas Tech, Jon
Hufford (2010) sought to determine what students learned in a for-credit information literacy class. However,
the study only looked at learning outcomes related to that particular course, rather than to the transferability
of research skills and whether there was any improvement in student academic performance more generally.6
Wong and Webb (2010) built upon Whitmire’s work and connected grade point averages to the use of library
materials at Hong Kong Baptist University. Specifically, they examined the grade point averages (GPA) of
recent graduates and compared those numbers with library material checkouts and found a positive relationship between material usage and higher grades.7 Wong and Cmor (2011) closely followed up that study
to look at the impact of library instruction, in the form of ‘workshops,’ upon GPA and graduation of nearly
eight thousand students at the same institution. They concluded that for a statistically significant number of
students, library workshop attendance boosted GPA, and additional workshop attendance made GPA gains
even more likely.8 However, one limitation of the study is it did not examine any gains associated with courseintegrated information literacy.
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There are a handful of studies in the last few years that are more closely connected to our work.9 In 2012,
Melissa Bowles-Terry specifically examined more than four thousand transcripts and held focus groups
of graduating seniors while looking for connections between information literacy instruction and student
GPA. She discovered a link between the two, but only for upper-level courses.10 One year later, Soria, Fransen and Nackerud (2013) studied first-time, first year students at the University of Minnesota. They took
a comprehensive approach by reviewing student participation in a wide range of library services including
remote database logins, checkouts, interlibrary loan, website use, and library workstation logins. Their study
determined that book use, database access, and library computer workstation use had the greatest, measurable impact on GPA. Their work also included library instruction, although they were only able to determine
which students were enrolled in a course that received library sessions, rather than a precise accounting of
which students actually attended.11 The authors found that course-integrated instruction was actually associated with a negative impact on GPA, whereas attendance at library workshops produced positive gains
to student GPA.
Research since Soria (2013) has built upon the idea of connecting various measures of student performance outcomes with library use. Teske, Dicarlo and Cahoy (2013) mined institution-level data using
the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) and Academic Library Survey (ALS) via the
National Center for Education Statistics, across more than 200 colleges in the American South to measure
student retention and graduation rates. They found the most significant linkages between library staff ratios
and collections budgets and graduation rates, rather than any measurable impact from library instruction.
Teske, et. al decided that the value of information literacy instruction and reference services should be determined in other ways. Two additional studies relevant to library use and student success were published in
2016. One by Thorpe, Lukes, Bever and He (2016) looked at a wide-range of library services at the University
of Indiana-Kokomo to determine their impact on GPA. They included attendance at library instruction as
one of many ‘service point’ interactions that they measured. Their findings found a small, though statistically significant improvement to student grades, but they also discovered a more robust impact upon retention numbers.12 Stemmer and Mahan (2016) also focused on GPA, graduation, and retention at Bellarmine
University, but they did so by connecting student institutional data to student surveys of their use of library
services and materials. They asked students why and how often they used the library. For freshman students,
library as a place mattered most, whereas accessing electronic sources mattered more to upper-division
undergraduates and both correlated with improved grades and retention. They were not able to show any
connection to student graduation.13
While the library field has yet to document use of Tutortrac for library purposes, the tutoring and
learning center communities have reported using TutorTrac to measure the impact of tutoring on course
GPA. In a case study by Erik Cooper at Western Washington University (2010), TutorTrac data was used
to find evidence for the effectiveness of student visits to a drop-in tutoring center. The study found that
a higher number of visits correlated to a higher cumulative GPA and better persistence.14 Vick, Robles,
Piña, Martirosyan and Kite (2015) described its use as a tool to measure impact of tutoring on final course
grades of students enrolled in developmental English courses at a community college in North Carolina.15
They, too, found evidence that tutoring enhances academic development and contributes to student success.
Based upon years of academic librarians’ efforts to measure their impact upon the students they serve, we
felt reassured that we were on the correct path toward measuring our contributions to student success.
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Implementation
The authors purchased a TutorTrac profile for the libraries and learned the specific terminology used by the
software, as well as what data the pre-canned reports analyzed, and then interpreted each into what their equivalency was in a library environment. For example, a “subcenter” referred to a particular campus library, “consultants” meant librarians, and “SI Comparison Report” represented library instruction comparison reports.
The team next determined the best process for collecting session data and entering the data into the cloudbased software. A variety of collection methods were available and considered. We chose our largest library to
serve as a central point for course data collection. All librarians who regularly teach information literacy sessions were introduced to the software and the information that would be necessary to collect during a session,
such as the names of students present, the start and end time of a session, date, and course section number. The
Information Literacy Coordinator verified that session information sheets were turned in and forwarded them
to the library’s administrative assistant to enter the data into TutorTrac by the end of the corresponding semester.
TutorTrac has the functionality to bring up a list of enrolled students in a particular course section and, via a
batch entry screen, create visit records for students selected from the pre-filled list. This option helped make the
process a little less time consuming.

Methodology
At the end of each semester, staff ran a wide variety of reports to generate both statistical data and analytical
reports that assessed the impact of information literacy attendance on student outcomes. A prepackaged SI
Comparison Report was run for each course determined to be a threshold course that librarians taught information literacy sessions for. We define “threshold” as courses in which at least 25% of students enrolled in a course
attended a library information session. For example, if there are four hundred students enrolled in anatomy &
physiology (A&P), and at least 100 of them attend library information literacy sessions, we would include A&P
among our “threshold” courses for reporting purposes. This was done to try to minimize the possibility of strong
outlier courses (for example, if librarians only met with one section out of twelve offered of a particular course, it
is likely that trends in course grades would be much more attributable to individual instructor grading conventions, rather than the impact of a library session).
The SI Comparison Report tallies final student course GPA and course retention across all sections of the
selected course, comparing those outcomes for two groups: attending and non-attending students. Attending
is defined as being present for an in-person, formal library instruction session. Student attendance is primarily
determined by faculty who decide whether or not they will partner with a librarian and bring their classes for an
information literacy session. Non-attending students fall into three major categories: those that were enrolled in
participating sections but were absent the day of the library instruction session, those enrolled in sections of a
course for which the instructor did not initiate a library session, and those students enrolled in online sections
of a course (See Table 1).
Course-level data was saved as individual reports. Each semester, those reports were converted into an Excel
workbook to average data across all courses that librarians provided information literacy workshops for (See
Table 2).
We ran reports on threshold courses for the past five semesters, totaling 513 different course sections that
received library instruction, averaging 24 unique courses each fall semester and 18 unique courses each spring
semester. These courses varied greatly in discipline, from business to nursing, social sciences to science, but the
vast majority were English, writing, or literature courses (See Table 3)
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TABLE 1
Sample SI Comparison Report—English 1 Spring 2016
Attended Group (369)

Non-Attended Group (500)

Tally

Percent of Total

Tally

Percent of Total

A

128

34.7%

79

15.8

AB

56

15.2%

47

9.4%

B

57

15.4%

64

12.8%

BC

22

6.0%

25

5.0%

C

28

7.6%

37

7.4%

D

15

4.1%

8

1.6%

F

30

8.1%

103

20.6%

W

9

7.9%

122

24.4%

I

4

1.1%

3

.6%

Other ungraded WNA

0

0.0%

12

2.4%

Combined A-C

291

65.3%

252

50.4%

Combined D,F, I and W

78

34.7%

236

47.2%

Grade point average (no withdraws):

3.1

Final Course Grade

2.3

TABLE 2
Sample Report—Visited to Non-Visited for All Courses Receiving Instruction in Fall 2015
Attended Group (2,406
students)

Non-Attended Group (6,650
students)

Final Course Grade

Tally

Percent of Total

Tally

Percent of Total

A

694

28.84%

1,932

29.05%

AB

373

15.50%

936

14.08%

B

354

14.71%

886

13.32%

BC

213

8.85%

437

6.57%

C

236

9.81%

502

7.55%

P

0

0.0%

18

.27%

CR

10

.42%

55

.83%

D

112

4.66%

257

3.86%

F

249

10.35%

776

11.67%

W

156

6.48%

804

12.09%

9

.37%

47

0.71%

78.14%

4,766

71.67%

21.86%

1,884

28.33%

I

Combined A-C, P, CR 1,880
Combined D,F, AU and W,I
Grade Point Avg (no withdraws):

526
3.1

2.67
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Results

TABLE 3
Sections (Threshold Courses) Receiving
Instruction by Subject (Fall 2014–Fall 2016)

As a whole, course-level data indicate that on average,
students receiving library instruction earned higher
Subject
grades and experienced lower rates of withdrawal
Tally
Percent of
from courses, as compared to their peers enrolled in
Total
the same courses who did not receive library instruc383
74.7%
tion. When we examine the averages across all semes- English
Health
16
3.1%
ters, a clear trend appears:
History
34
6.6%
• An average of 12.73% more students who
College Success
18
3.5%
attend information literacy instruction sesSocial Sciences
20
3.9%
sions receive a grade of C or higher in the
course.
Business
15
2.9%
• The rate of students that earn a D, F, or with- Sciences
4
.8%
draw is 11.35% lower if the students attend
Other
23
4.5%
an information literacy session.
• For students attending, their course withdrawal rates are, on average, 11.24% lower.
TutorTrac also allows us to compare student final course grades based on whether the student attended one,
two, three (or more) sessions during the semester for their course.
We have long suspected a correlation between
TABLE 4
library services and student success, but have been
Sample Report—Effects of Visited
unable to verify it with student data. TutorTrac has
Attendance (no withdraws) for Intro to
given us the ability to track student attendance at inCollege Writing in Spring 2016
struction sessions and easily link that attendance to
Final course
1 visit
2 visits 3 visits
sources of institutional data. This new tool validates
grade
what we knew, anecdotally, to be true.
A
6
16
7
For example, in English 1, a college-level (100
AB
2
9
1
level) writing course for which we typically conduct
B
4
10
4
a large number of sessions, we can compare attending
BC
5
2
1
to non-attending students (See Table 1). Bolded are
C
5
5
0
some key statistics that demonstrate a significantly
P
0
0
0
greater number of students who attended library sesCR
0
0
0
sions earned a grade of ‘C’ or higher in the course they
D
2
4
1
received library instruction for. Those same students
F
12
10
3
were also less likely to withdraw from English 1. We
N
0
0
0
also know from our data that 369 students represents
43% of the total of all English 1 students. The “total”
AU
0
0
0
number includes those who took the course online in
Total: 109
36
56
17
spring semester. That number gives us one indication
Final course GPA
1.97
2.68
2.82
average:
of the extent to which we are reaching students who
are enrolled in such core classes. In terms of scope,
396 students represents approximately 20 sections of English 1.
A bonus dataset that Tutortrac provided us with was attendee demographic data (See Table 5). While in the
past we monitored overall demographics of our College’s study body, never before could we compare how at-
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tendees of library instruction sessions might compare. Simple, prepackaged reports in TutorTrac, such as “Center Usage and Demographics by Center,” allow us to easily report on the students attending our information
literacy sessions, such as age, gender, race, major, and residency status (in-state, out of state, etc.).
TABLE 5
Sample Demographic Report—Demographics of Student Attendees Compared to College
Enrollment In Fall 2015
Percentage Students Attending
Library Instruction

Percentage Students
Enrolled at the College

American Indian

.8%

.5%

Asian

8.1%

4.23%

Black

8.2%

6.37%

0%

.1%

Multi Racial

4.2%

3.3%

Unknown

2.8%

4.7%

65.6%

71.7%

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

White

Discussion
Long before we collected student data to feed into TutorTrac, we made attempts to connect information literacy
instruction to student success. We still have paper reports of web-based assessment at our libraries, which predate the arrivals of all the authors to our college. In the last five years, we have tried several incarnations of
web-based quizzes that were sent directly to students to complete or that were embedded in course management
systems. We found that voluntary student participation in assessments of student growth and understanding of
the core concepts of information literacy was unreliable. Although we measured student understanding of the
Association of College & Research Libraries Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education,
we had no mechanism to gauge whether that learning translated into improved measures of student outcomes
and success. One of the advantages of using TutorTrac is that we can measure which students we worked with,
track their grades and whether or not they remained enrolled in the course. It is also helpful to compare them
with students in the same courses who do not attend information literacy sessions.
One of our first tasks was to figure out when and how to share our findings with librarians and with other
college stakeholders and develop talking points to highlight the library’s status as a player in student academic
success. As Eva & Shea (2015) explained, for librarians, “Being taken seriously means being seriously involved
in the university as a whole,” and we believed our TutorTrac data proved our relevance as an important player in
student academic success in the wider campus community.16
Foremost in our Dean’s mind was, to avoid confusion or contradictory messages, librarians needed to share
our data in a consistent manner. We elected to present our findings in an accessible, central location. We added
data summaries to our faculty information literacy LibGuide (http://libguides.madisoncollege.edu/infolit/TutorTrac). Every effort was made to present the data in a visual manner that was relatively easy to grasp, using
the online graphic design tool Canva, to focus attention on the data we felt our faculty would be most interested
in. Beginning in the spring of 2016, the Information Literacy Coordinator shared an email template with librarians that demonstrated the kind of language librarians ought to use when describing TutorTrac data. Librarians
provided links in their emails to faculty directing them to the research guide. Second, librarians attended faculty
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and department meetings to share our major findings starting with the College’s January 2016 Convocation,
believing that in-person communication is the most effective way to market to faculty.17 As a smaller staff, it can
be challenging for librarians to meet with the sometimes dozen or so Programs they each liaise with.
As her role as an administrator, the Dean of Libraries & Academic Support Services has leveraged her relationships throughout the college to bring greater awareness to our efforts. She communicated our assessment
success in a number of ways. TutorTrac data has been included in various budget reports to the Senior Vice President of Student Development and Success. She also shared and discussed TutorTrac data at multiple meetings
with other deans at our College as well as with the College Leadership Team. In addition, the Dean was asked
to present results to faculty and staff at the college-wide August 2016 Convocation. Our instruction coordinator
also shared this data with a number of College deans at the beginning of the fall 2016 semester.

Conclusion
While we have made strong progress, there is still more to be done. Further collection and a deeper analysis of
the data may offer insight to information literacy pedagogy, including demographics. In addition, persistence,
transfer rates and graduation data remain elusive as community college students tend to come and go and transfer out with regularity. We will also be required to further link our data to other larger institutional data including our customer relationship management software (Peoplesoft) and business intelligence software (Cognos).
One lesson we have learned is to think beyond library technologies and software when pursuing new initiatives. There may be existing software or tools at your institution that are available to you. Very often these can be
found in writing centers, advising, and counseling areas. Reaching beyond the library in pursuit of more meaningful data can be an effective way to forge new partnerships and collaboration. We have also taken the initiative
to begin dialogue with non-library vendors about customizing their products for library operations and needs.
For example, Redrock also licenses an AdvisorTrac and MontessoriTrac. Why not a LibraryTrac? We have initiated conversations with the RedRock developers to make such enhancements.
As Madison Area Technical College revises its First Year Experience and initiates a new Scholars of Promise
program, the data outcomes have provided a golden opportunity for librarians to more easily partake in conversations around college-wide initiatives. It has expanded our relationship with faculty by highlighting the benefits
of partnering with librarians to expand library learning. Our growing involvement with these groups will further
demonstrate to leadership, faculty, and our students the positive impact of library instruction and information
literacy on student success and lifelong learning. In accomplishing this, it is our hope that information literacy
will become a standard part of all curriculum and be clearly visible in College goals, objectives and outcomes.
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